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Vice Chair: Jennifer Walinowicz
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OC99s Website: https://www.oc99s.org

March 2022
March 2—Business Meeting 6pm via Zoom
March 9—General Meeting 7pm via Zoom——>
March 18-20—Joint fly-in to Yuma, AZ. (See
page 2 for details.)
April 6—Business Meeting 6pm via Zoom
April 7-10—Spring SWS Section Meeting hosted
by Phoenix 99s. (See page 3 for details.)
April 20—General Meeting 7pm (In person,
location to follow.)
May 4—Business Meeting 6pm via Zoom
May 15—OC 99s’ Scholarship Application
Deadline
June 1—Business Meeting 6pm via Zoom

Secretary: Sofia Nosratabadi
Treasurer: Lena Wilson

Facebook Page: https://www.facebook.com/

March General Meeting
Ladies, you are in for
a treat! Missy Lee,
owner of Alaska Floats
and Skis at AK8, will
be joining us over
Zoom for a chat. A
recently minted
Private Pilot who grew
up in and around
aviation, Missy will
tell us about her wild winter adventure as a student
pilot. Flying her Piper Tri Pacer (dubbed Nickelback)
from Talkeetna, AK to Pagosa Springs, CO with her
instructor Carol Zerbe over a span of 12 days, these
ladies braved strong winds, the Canadian wilderness,
and all the other fun things you might imagine come
with a long or bumpy flight. She’ll give us the scoop
on all the fun and adventures the two women had
trekking their way Southeast.
From Missy: “I grew up flying airplanes with my dad
in Alaska. I have fond memories of him making my
brother and I weightless in the plane and my mother
getting very upset with him. Flying was always fun,
but that was about the extent of it. In adulthood, I was
very focused on my career as an educator and felt that
to be my ultimate calling. In 2019, I was fortunate
enough to get some actual instruction (not just the
previous fun trips, like fly fishing at Pineapple Man
Lake, gravel bar landing to go clamming, or because
the Mountain [Denali] was out) from my hero, Carol
Zerbe. We decided I’d do my private pilot training in a
float plane, because
well….they were in the
front yard. From there, it
began to feel like the
consistency and exposure began taking deeper
roots from just fun to
more of a passion.”

March Fly-out to Yuma
Who: All Ninety-Nines are welcome!
What: A joint chapter fly-out to Yuma (KNYL. Check out some cool aviation and local historical sites, spend time with
other 99s, and enjoy the nice weather in Yuma. On Sunday, we will be treated to a special tour of the Marine Base
MCAS Yuma: Home to Ospreys, F35s and more! Members are welcome to drop in for the day as well, please contact
Jennifer W. for planned activities/times.
When: Arrive by 10:30 am Friday, March 18th. Depart around 9:30 am on Sunday, March 20th. We’ll load up on the
bus for the trip back to Million Air to fly home. Note change in arrival and departure times!
Where: Yuma Airport KNYL. Special rates available at Coronado Motor Hotel. See email for details.
RSVP: Please email Jennifer W. ASAP at jenn4dub@gmail.com if you plan to attend. All information
will be sent to interested members via email.
***An important note:
For base clearance, make sure you send your photo I.D. (both sides) to: pcooley@keithlywilliams.com. Please do it
NOW to give the base time for your clearance to tour the base. This must be done early in order to get this time slot.

OC 99s Trivia Night at the Green Cheek

~ by Donna Harris

A dozen ladies, and two 49 ½ fellows, gathered on February 16th for a fun evening of trivia and business.
It was great seeing some familiar faces and meeting new ones! Diane, Celia and I carpooled which
extended the fun and fellowship! We arrived at the meeting place and found a table large enough for
our group. After ordering drinks and food, we had a chance to catch up with everyone’s recent flying
experiences, or lack thereof, and commiserated with maintenance woes.
Finally, the time came for our memories to be tested! We broke up into small
teams to scratch our heads and write out our guesses for the wonderful and
thought-provoking aviation-related questions Jennifer Walinowicz had
selected for our group. Some of them were easier than others, like the
birthplace of Amelia Earhart; but, when asked to identify the specific FAR that
dealt with maintenance, or the names of the two sisters who opened their
own flying school, many of us needed more than the 30 seconds allowed. At
one point, another restaurant customer stopped by our table to say that he
had never seen that many women at one table! He wanted to join in the
games, and even had prior flight training, but decided to move on. The game
ended in a tie between two teams, which led to a sudden death playoff! Four
questions later, Team Oh! Ce D (for Celia and Donna) took home the prize.
We even had time for business, which included introductions of Chris Cox as
Community Relations Chair and Jess Yant as Membership Chair. Many thanks to Kelsi and everyone who
put on this fun event. If you missed it, you missed a great time! Hope to see y’all next time!

Back row: Pam Hengsteler, Jessica Yant, Diane Myers, Kelsi Calvillo,
Donna Harris, Celia Vanderpool, Trish Magdeleno, &Tess Karich
Front row: Darryl & Jinifer Conover, Jacqueline Stokes & Brandon
Langius, Chris Cox, & Jenn Walinowicz

Tie scores required a sudden
death playoff: Pam, Donna, &
Celia

Fly-in to Santa Paula Airport

~Pam Hengsteler

The morning of Sunday, February 6th, dawned bright and beautiful! My heart soared like an eagle in anticipation of the flight to
attend the Open House at beautiful SZP! This was a second attempt and after discussing the weather with Kyle Beatty, my
friend and former Private Pilot student, we decided it was a go. When Kyle was a student, he repeatedly stated he wanted to
fly everywhere and take family and friends with him to share the joy of flight. He has many hours now, and many out of state
flights, often accompanied by his lovely wife, Charlene. The Diamond DA40 XLS that he flies provides comfort, speed and
G1000 technology. It is truly a delight to fly.
We had been watching the weather and Santa Ana wind for the week before the
flight. Quite often, after three or so days of them, there is a lull. After checking
various ATIS & AWOS, we departed 20R at John Wayne, Mesa departure. The
wind was 240 @ 10, climbed to 6500’ over LAX via the Coastal Route and marveled
at the view. CAVU and so crystal clear, we experienced light turbulence for 2-3
minutes over LAX. So Cal provided their flawless flight following and Kyle
proceeded to an IFR checkpoint just NW of Fillmore VOR. Still smooth, we headed
in to join downwind for Runway 4, right traffic. Kyle’s letdown was smooth, and he
elected to fly higher than TPA 850’ because it was bumpy next to the hill. It is very interesting to be below that mountain ridge
to the South of the runway as you continue in the pattern. Kyle’s approach was very good, his first time to SZP, and he landed
smoothly. From the wind sock indication we had wind at 070 at maybe 10 knots. That is a short runway, 2665’ (with threshold
displaced 148’) x 60’, quick taxi to transient parking. We were by CP Aviation Flight School and gas dock.
Diane Myers let us know to call Marikay Lindstrom, OC 99, at her hangar and off we went, walking between all the beautiful
hangars. The first Sunday of the month is traditional for the Open
House and the friendliness of the occupants is marvelous. Stop in
and chat with them and you are welcomed to view and discuss
their aircraft and enjoy their delightfully appointed
hangars/homes. Marikay and her hangar partner share two
hangars with so much room! There is even a full kitchen, (done in
red!) and room for private living quarters off to the side. This is
my idea of a heavenly hangar!
Marikay set about providing a bounteous feast and a lovely setup. The food was delicious and I believe she could have gone on
for hours. We were delighted to meet some of the Ventura 99s and the conversation was fascinating. In attendance were
Judy McCarthy, Luci Galgano, Alison Barker, Judy Phelps, top CFI from CP Aviation, Janeen Gall, Ceci Stratford, and Margaret
Mead, of Lear Jet. Such an opportunity to meet and learn about wonderful work and careers and so much aviation knowledge!
I had to pull myself away to get out to the hangar tour, and there was also a Ferrari exhibit with the shiniest cars I have ever
seen! We spoke with every one from aerobatic, racing, teaching, avocational and a blimp pilot of the Budweiser blimp!
Not enough time to do it all! Kyle now has a new destination with which he is familiar and he was impressed with the lovely
restaurant on the field. We were briefed on departures from SZP by the 99s and rechecked the weather for our departure.
Runway 4 and the winds were slightly variable
from the North. Off we went and headed East
via FIM, VNY, POC and towards SNA. Kyle
requested and got approval for the GPS Y
approach to SNA and did a fine job with all of the
typical vectoring. Winds at SNA were from the
SW and had only a little rolling action on long
final for the straight in approach. It was still
CAVU.
It was a day enjoyed greatly and can’t wait to go back to SZP again. Put this airport on your list of amazing places to fly to and
visit and tell them the OC 99s sent you!

99s Fly-In to Santa Ynez – 02/06/22 – Cindy Morris
What was going to be Santa Paula became Santa Ynez.
Our fly-in on Sunday the 6th of February 2022 was exciting even though we had to change the
destination since weather didn’t allow our light sport aircraft to land safely in Santa Paula. The night
before we read the TAF and it was indicating 20-30 kt winds and it wasn’t wrong. The morning of the flyin, the wind was very gusty and other members told us that Santa Paula’s wind socket falls off, so even
the reading of how strong they are overflying it wouldn’t be an option.
Transitioning from a Cessna 172 to the Sling has made me more aware of weather since these are light
sport aircraft with a total weight of 1,300 lbs. Turbulence is something I notice a little more, but the
engines give you a nice 100kt cruise speed, which is nice for how light they are. I have been training at
the Sling pilot academy since the 15th of November 2021 and this fly-in was the first I was going to join
with the Sling 2s and other female pilots.
Many ladies at my (now) home base airport of Torrance are members of the Long Beach and LA 99
chapters. Two are instructors at Sling and the other four of us are students (one pre-solo student who
came from Robert Holland advice, another student is completing her commercial license and me
completing my instrument rating). Since weather wasn’t great, we all decided to go fly to an alternate
destination and we chose Santa Ynez. I was particularly excited to go there during the day since my last
flight was at night and you can’t see the greenery at night.
Santa Ynez is a cute small non-towered airport that offers free tie-down and inexpensive car rentals.
This airport is famous for its proximity to the beautiful city of Solvang, also known as a tourist
destination called “the Dutch City”.
As we took off from Torrance, we flew over LAX using the coastal route that allowed us to transition to
the north of LA and overfly one of the world’s busiest airports. Once we got to Camarillo area, we
experienced a mild turbulence, but nothing crazy, and continued our flight over Santa Barbara. We
started our decent at Lake Cachuma and prior to landing, I remembered we also had the opportunity to
do a 360 degree turn per ATC instruction over a green bridge and the beautiful green mountains prior to
the lake. This brought us so much joy as with the glass canopies in our airplanes, we could see so much
more then I had experienced in any aircraft.
Santa Ynez was packed! It was mind blowing since our last trip during the week they had shut down
every place by 7 pm. I love a crowded city as it reminds me a little more of Europe, where you walk and
see people all around you. Many airplanes, apart from our three Slings, were packed with female pilots.
Once we landed, we hopped in a car rental that was provided at the airport. The car rental is something
I had never seen before in any airport; the glove box has the keys and you voluntarily pay the fee they
request depending on the time you enjoy the ride. Thank goodness places like this promote general
aviation.
We then drove the 10 miles to Solvang to have lunch. The drive was spectacular with the green
countryside and old Spanish missions. On one of Solvang’s main streets, we stopped at a beautiful
restaurant with a patio and an old Dutch windmill. It was so characteristic of the city. The streets were
flooded with people and the weather was perfect.
After a nice lunch and views, we headed back to the airport and flew back to Torrance and this time
using the LAX special flight rules route trying to beat the other Slings that took the coastal route. I know
this way to transition isn’t that popular since you are doing your radio calls and not on SoCal frequency,
but we could fly over the Malibu and Santa Monica Pier so much closer than with the costal route. I

enjoyed the views so much while my CFII Megan was flying. It’s nice to be able to enjoy a flight after so
many hours under foggles.
Overall, I appreciated the opportunity to fly with such amazing pilots and women in this industry. My
school has plenty of women pilots and I hope more and more of us join. This flight, as well as so many
other fly-ins, bring me joy as to what we do. It’s so much fun, but also we get to meet amazing people.
Thanks to the 99s for reuniting us. I hope next month I see many of you ladies at Yuma!

Left to Right, Jennifer Buttler (SPL), Megan Kojima
(CFII), Cindy Morris (PPL), Jennifer Dezel (IFR), Leslie
Pham (CFII), Hillary Coe (student pilot).

Santa Monica Pier

Oxnard Airport

Lake Cachuma

Santa Ynez airport
The beautiful mountains prior to the Santa
Ynez Airport.

Santa Ynez fly-in – a few days later . . .

~ by Diane Myers

OC 99s fly-in to Santa Paula was scheduled for Sunday, Feb 6th. Blustery day, forecast for windshear all
over SoCal.
Jenn and Celia and I had planned to fly a 172 from SNA, but Jenn’s phone kept lighting up with warnings
about severe windshear. Hmmm . . . didn’t sound like a lot of fun, so we drove to Balboa Island and
enjoyed a nice brunch at Wilma’s Patio.
Cindy, fly-in chair, didn’t like the forecasts either, decided to fly
to Santa Ynez and met some other 99s there.
Pam Hengsteler did fly to SZP with friend and former student
Kyle in a DA-40, said it was bumpy en route, but only 10kts from
the NE when they landed on runway 4.
I really wanted to get to Santa Paula that week to meet Maggie,
owner of her Partenavia that she is selling. After trying each
day, I finally flew a 172 on Friday, Feb 11, with William, former
multi student, to SZP. Very minor bumps departing SNA, and
light winds favored landing on runway 4 at SZP.

William, Marikay, Diane, Maggie, &
Lily (Marikay’s dog).

Maggie is selling her airplane after owning it for 20 years, also selling her 2-story hangar at SZP. She
currently lives in Tucson, hadn’t flown the airplane for a about 5 years. After tying down the 172, I
called Maggie who drove to transient & picked William and me up. On the way to her hangar, we
spotted Marikay’s red hangar door open, so we stopped and told her to follow us. Maggie showed us
her airplane, told us how easy it was to fly and what short runways she could operate on. Brief tour of
her upstairs apartment, then we were off to lunch at the airport café.
Facts about the Partenavia: Fixed gear = less maintenace!
Lycoming I0360 engines, basic
avionics and flight instruments, seven seats, and good short field performance.

Twenty-five years ago Maggie fell in love with Greyhounds with washed-up racing careers, and started
flying them to new homes. In an aged twin-engine Beechcraft, she flew retired racing dogs from a
Tucson track to California adoption kennels in Acton, Gilroy and Redding. Maggie bought the Partenavia
20 years ago, could fly more dogs in the larger plane.

Footnote: Amy Davis has rescued two Greyhounds. Her former Greyt was Sedona (race name Mulberry
Krista), who passed away in October, 2016. Amy’s current rescued Greyhound is Maizy (race name Mega
Adele).

Sedona

Maizy

VFR Traffic Advisories – aka Flight Following
Have you ever asked for “flight following” on a VFR flight? What you most likely got, at least around
here in the SoCal airspace, was “VFR traffic advisories”. These are provided to VFR pilots based on the
controller’s workload (important caveat!). Actually, in the FAA’s terminology book, flight following and
VFR traffic advisories are really two different things. Of course phraseology being what it is, and
general conventions being what they are, nobody gives it a second thought, because everyone knows
what is meant. Also, it’s become such a convention that I think even the FAA might admit it has lost
the battle of trying to keep these terms separate. Just recently, a tower controller asked me if I
wanted “flight following”. So for the purposes of this article, we’ll assume they mean the same thing.
Now that we’ve got that straight ☺, we can go on to see just what this useful service
provides for you, and what it doesn’t. Of course, this article assumes that you are not
one of those pilots who avoid talking to ATC whenever possible. There are various
reasons for this, but those folks are missing out on some good help that ATC can give
them. The basic equipment needed in your aircraft is: a transponder and a radio, which I’m willing to
bet that all of us have in the planes we fly. ;-)
What you DO get:
• discrete transponder “squawk” code and data block for your radar “blip” so that the controller
will be able to tell other planes where you are, and hand you off when you cross into another
controller’s airspace (though a handoff is not guaranteed),
• traffic advisories IF the controller has time, his/her workload permits, and the traffic appears on
their radar scope (some things don’t),
• vectors, if you ask for them, for traffic separation or to avoid someplace you don’t
want to be, (such as TFR airspace, or maybe the Hollywood Bowl) or to someplace
you can’t find, (e.g., “vector for Fla-Bob airport”),
• implicit permission to enter Class C airspace, since you will be in two-way communication (the
controllers will tell you to stay clear if they don’t want you in there),
• instant communication should an emergency arise (God forbid!) – no frequency to look for, just
start talking,
• a track of your flight on the radar tracking recording tape that could be followed if something
were to happen to you (this is where the idea of “following” comes in). Please note that this
service does not take the place of a VFR Flight Plan. Of course, these days, you can just put
your N number into FlightAware.com and see your flight path.
What you DON’T get:
• separation from other traffic – that’s for IFR traffic, which is the controller’s primary job – VFR
Advisories are on a “workload permitting” basis,
• absolution from your VFR responsibility to “see and be seen”,
• information on every aircraft in your vicinity (the controller likely has several other higher
priorities),
• a guarantee that the controller in the next sector or radar facility will accept your aircraft for
continued traffic advisories,
• initiation of emergency procedures should you suddenly fail to respond to the controller,
• implicit permission to enter Class B airspace (that, you gotta ask for!),

•

automatic VFR flight plan closure when you’re handed off to a tower (that’s IFR only, when you
ask to “cancel IFR”).

As long as you know the limitations, “flight following” can be a very helpful service. In radar sectors
where the controllers aren’t too busy, in my experience, they are always very helpful about pointing
out traffic and handing me off to the next sector. They also know my altitude and where I’m going, so
they can make their traffic plans accordingly and also advise other pilots on how to avoid me. And, in
these days when people are jittery about security, a pilot who is professional and cooperative is known
not to be any sort of threat.
So, how do you ask for this service? Well, the first thing you need (if you’re in the
air) is the correct TRACON or Center frequency for the area you’re in. You can find it
on your VFR sectional or terminal area chart. Then you need to accurately
determine your position. That’s REALLY important to the controller. Another thing
to keep in mind is that controllers don’t like talking any more than they have to.
The trick is to give them just enough and nothing extra – just like professional pilots
are accustomed to doing. It’ll also increase the chances of you getting what you
want.
Your initial call to ATC should contain the following information – nothing more, nothing less: “SoCal
Approach, Cessna 456 (give your short call sign initially so the controller doesn’t have to remember it
ALL) over XYZ (some major navaid, prominent landmark or airport) with VFR request”. If you’re on the
wrong frequency, the controller will know it and be able to give you the right one without a lot of
wasted conversation. If you have the right frequency, and they tell you to go ahead, then it's simply,
"Cessna 177CF (now use FULL callsign), Cessna 177 slant golf, over XYZ, three thousand five hundred
climbing to nine thousand five hundred, request “VFR traffic advisories” (or “flight following” if your
habit patterns are fixed in that way) to Podunk Airport." If the controller has time for you, you will be
given a squawk code and you’ll be set.
Much of this information is based on some email conversations a while back with a controller at CMA.
He has worked at SoCal, and also at an Enroute “Center” facility (very few controllers
have done all three). One caveat from him: don’t call up a controller for the first
time and say “Cessna 321 is with you”. This causes some initial confusion, and then a
lot of irritation because the controller is then forced into a game of 20 questions –
and LOTS of talking, which they don’t like to do because it keeps them from doing
higher priority things.
So, now you know how to get another set of eyes to help you find your traffic when you’re on a VFR
flight!
Fly Safely!
Claudia Ferguson
Safety Chairman
San Fernando Valley 99s
© CK Ferguson 2018

Orange County Ninety-Nines
Scholarships
The Orange County Chapter of the Ninety-Nines
International Organization of Women Pilots is offering
up to three scholarships to local women. The number of
scholarships awarded is dependent upon the amount of
funding available.
In 2022, the chapter will award three scholarships
honoring our chapter Ninety-Nines, Trudy Briscoe,
Linda Eldridge and Shirley Tanner.
The scholarships are to be used by the recipients towards an
advanced rating or training to further their pursuit in aviation.
Each scholarship is $3,000 and can be applied towards Private
Pilot Certificate, advanced ratings or towards Airframe and
Powerplant (A&P) advancement.
Orange County 99s Aviation Scholarship applications will be
available soon on our website at www.OC99s.org.

Happy March Birthdays!
3 Amy Davis
7 Pam Doddridge
8 Carol Bennett
13 Irene Bates
14 Caryl Collins
18 Donna Harris
20 Lina Tullberg
20 Avery Lalor
26 Chris Stulik
30 Afnan Alqahtani
30 Isabel Burton
If we missed your birthday, Happy Belated,
and please send the date to us at OCNinetynines@gmail.com

To a Very Accomplished Woman: All Ninety-Nines
Thank you to all who have contributed to this issue!
Plane Tales is a collaborative effort. We count on many
to help make it the wonderful newsletter that it is.
Join us Online
Chapter Website - https://www.oc99s.org
Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/oc99s
Contact the OC99s - OCninetynines@gmail.com
Amazon Smile Link - https://smile.amazon.com
Established in 1929 by 99 women pilots, the members of The Ninety-Nines, Inc.®, International Organization of
Women Pilots®, are represented in all areas of aviation today. And, to quote Amelia, fly "for the fun of it!"
OUR MISSION — The NINETY-NINES® INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION OF WOMEN PILOTS®
promotes advancement of aviation through education, scholarships, and mutual support while honoring our
unique history and sharing our passion for flight.

